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A European project on
theatre technical history
An intermediate report
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The project
• Timeline
• Canon
• Teaching tools
• Methodologies
• Network
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The project
• 3 years
• Working meetings with teachers
• Working meetings with students
• Encounters with the sector
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The timeline
How do we present and relate historical facts?
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How it started
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Paper version
• Work tool for classroom and research
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Experiments with students (Brussels, Antwerp)
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Experiments with students (Stockholm, Göteborg)
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Positive
• Active, promotes own research
• Hands‐on
• Collaborative
• Gives overview and new insights
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Issues
• Not sharable / exchangeable
• No filters
• Hard to define size of “entry”
• Linear vs logarithmic?
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First digital version
Filters

•

Detail

Time line
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First version, detail
Featured immage
Time frame

Title and icon
Excerpt

Picture name and credits
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First version, time line

Entry
Field
Time
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First version, entry page
• Details
• Pictures
• Links
• Etc.
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First version, new entries
• Followers can see what’s new
• Could be connected to social media
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First version, organising the information
• Organised by field
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General history
Theatre, Art and entertainment history
Theatre and entertainment buildings
Scenography
General technical history
Sound, music and amplification
Light and projection
Rigging and sets
Props and special effects
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First version, organising the information
• Type of information
•
•
•
•
•
•

Historical timeframe
Fact
Document
Person
Building
Company
• Equipment

• Theatre company
• Performance
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First version, organising the information
• Entry
• Subject
• Link to other page
• Link to main subject
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Positive
• Sharable
• Collaborative, independent from location
• Filters / different views
• Possibility to use video and digital media
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Issues
• Amount of information (speed, WordPress)
• Limitations of a screen
• Contributor access
• Translation limitations
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Version 2
• Wiki‐data software
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Sources
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Source description
• Including
• Online version
• Backup version (private)
• Links to collections
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References / annotations
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Person
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Timeline per item
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Buildings map ‐ timeline
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Still to develop
• Wordcloud
• Search engine
• App > scroling different media
•
•
•
•

Article
Database
Images, video, …
3D and VR
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IO1 Timeline
• The timeline, is a multilingual platform to gather and visualise
milestones and representative examples of historical facts, methods,
buildings, ... The online version is drawn up as an open system
communication platform usable across Europe and mapping context
and influences of specific phenomenon of theatre technology as
cultural heritage. An extended filtering system makes it possible to
view the entries from different points of view. The filtering can be
based on a country, a technology, a field, tags, relations, etc... This
innovative approach makes it possible to discover new relations,
tracking a technology through time and space etc.
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Online and offline
• The offline version of the timeline is a large print document that is
derived from the on line content. It can be used in research,
presentation, teaching or public events. It offers an improved
overview and is connected through QR tags to the online version. It is
a working tool that can be used to develop new content that is later
integrated in the online version.
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Methodologies
How can we teach history?
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Alternative teaching methodologies
• Case based vs. chronological
• Learning by doing
• Building weather machines
• Drawing
• Recording
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Alternative teaching methodologies
• Research your own history
• Oral history
• Local companies and buildings

• Time line subjects
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Alternative evaluation methods
• Implementing history in a performance
• The “soufleur” (prompter)
• Exhibition on Beuys
• Lighting with candles
• Fashion show on crossdressing in theatre
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Thank you

Website: www.canon‐timeline.eu
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